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TRACTION POWER RAIL CABLE ASSESSMENT

ISSUE
Metro has identified Safety and State of Good Repair as two critical organizational
goals. Following third rail cable incidents that occurred at Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority (WMATA), Metro implemented a plan to assess the condition of
traction power third rail cables. To maximize public safety and provide continuity of
operations, Metro staff has investigated the technology in use, compared it to the
systems in place at WMATA, and determined that the third rail cable system at Metro is
not susceptible to the same failure mode that caused the arcing incidents at WMATA.
Metro Enterprise Transit Asset Management (ETAM) staff reviewed inspection
protocols to verify that the traction power rail cables are regularly inspected, maintained
and in operational order. ETAM staff reviewed the past three years of inspection reports
provided and found that the equipment is receiving annual inspections that document
no major defects and that indicate that all minor defects noted have been scheduled for
repair in a timely manner.

DISCUSSION
Safe and consistent electrification of the traction power system is essential for on-time
service and vital for Metro to provide the transit experience expected by our customers.
The cable system under assessment is designed to provide reliable power to our heavy
rail Red and Purple Lines.
The most recent reported incident at WMATA was caused by a malfunction of the third
rail cable electrification system specifically in the mechanical connection point that
caused smoke to fill an underground passage, while also preventing the train from
moving out of the area due to lack of power. The purpose of the inspections performed
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by Metro ETAM staff was to identify indications that a similar failure would not happen
on the Metro rail system.
Metro staff examined the available information about the WMATA design and
compared it to the design in use at Metro. The findings were that the Metro system is
different in design and construction from the system that failed. The Metro system
consists of connections that are housed under an enclosed "pot head" and consist of
Low Smoke, Non-Halogen cables that are connected to an insulating connection that
absorbs the vibrations from the rail, which by design greatly reduces the risk of
experiencing the same type of failure as WMATA. However, continued inspection,
proper maintenance and life-cycle renewal of cables and connections is the key to risk
mitigation (Attachment A - Photos of Configurations).
Metro staff performs annual inspections of the traction power system to verify that
preventive maintenance is being consistently performed and to ensure that the system
is capable of performing as required. There are nine components that are covered by
this annual inspection including the cables and electrical connections. See attachment
for example (Attachment B - Contact Rail Inspection Checklist).
Metro ETAM staff reviewed the last three years of records of contact rail inspections
and found that the inspections had covered the entire length of the rail system and only
minor defects were found. There were no critical findings and nothing in the records to
indicate that the system is susceptible to a failure or catastrophic event. Only minor
repairs were necessary, these include changing out worn insulators and tightening
bolted connections to maintain tolerances. These minor repairs were conducted during
the inspection process.

NEXT STEPS
ETAM staff recommends that the checklist (Attachment 8), be revised by maintenance
staff to provide a new section dedicated to third rail cable inspection, including
potheads, by location. We also recommend that the Standard Operating Procedure
(SOP) be updated and training given to ensure that all personnel performing required
safety critical inspections understands the revised procedure and checklist. Finally, we
recommend that Operations give track allocation priority to traction power system repair
requests over non-safety critical requests.

Attachment A - Photos of Configurations
Attachment B - Contact Rail Inspection Checklist
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ATTACHMENT A

rail protected connection (uncovered)
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ATTACHMENT A

Example of LACMTA 3rd rail protected connection with pothead cover in place
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ATTACHMENT B
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